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Witness for the Submitters 

Barry Robertson 

I am an industrial electrician and have owned land next to the Ouruhia Radio tower since 1989.  I 

have worked at transmitters sites and am therefore more conversant than most electricians with 

communication towers. 

The Exhibits correspond with the following numbers. 

1 ‘Designation’ Consent means all past, present and future transmissions would not 

need to apply for Resource Consent; June 1996,  I first became aware that all was not as 

it should be when in I found concealed in a hedge a Radio NZ application presented by 

Chapman Tripp   to make the Ouruhia 358ft Tower into a Designated site  and I did not think 

this  could comply with the Rigorous Process required to make it Designated as very close to 

people with the nearest house only 200 metres away and my own farmlet approx. 250 

metres to the South East 

 

2 Letters from TRN neighbour to Council; in  July  1996 I was told by a neighbour that he 

had written a letter of complaint objecting to the ‘Designation’ and  he listed his problems 

which said a) he felt the existing frequencies on the tower affected his health, and b) 

caused birds to die  and c) the radio was blaring down his TV in the middle of the night so 

loudly he could not sleep  and he wanted the Council to investigate In 1997 he wrote 



another letter stating the RF  Interference had not been fixed and he had been told by an 

expert the tower was not operating correctly 

 

3 Experts advised the 1980 hearing that Ouruhia was not a good transmission site. I 

obtained the Ouruhia 1980 consent and found it was for 2 AM only and all RF interference 

must be rectified by the operators. I also saw Mr Powell’s submission to the 1980 hearing 

and he gave his qualified opinion that the tower should not be built at Ouruhia as it would 

cause unfixable RF interference for more than350 people and if it was permitted the power 

should be reduced to 750watts. 

 

4 In October Martin sent me his calibrated very high Ouruhia August readings; The 

1980 Consent permitted 2 AM only and I had previously questioned the workers putting FM 

dipoles on the tower and after I spoke with TRN neighbour Mr Slattick we asked Martin 

Gledhill to monitor and his readings were so  high they went off the  meter 

 

5 The Graph showed the Ouruhia power in 1996 was 140.000+ watts; Mr Powell 

advised the 1980 hearing the Ouruhia power should be reduced to 750 watts and the graph 

we were given in 1996 showed Ouruhia was the highest powered NZ radio tower close to 

people transmitting combined FM/AM frequencies. The graph also shows the US owned 

Radio Network for some reason is permitted to transmit  at much higher power which gives 

this company a commercial advantage but the Ouruhia evidence identifies the very 

powerful transmissions have the potential  to cause serious harm to the uninformed  

exposed  people; 

 

6 We met with Council Officers to discuss rectifying the RF interference; and Mr 

Travis asked me to me to contact neighbours to find out who was affected and it was at 

that time the cluster harm was found to occur at the same locations as the RF interference. 

After Council was advised of the sick clusters of people at the same places as RF 

interference Martin Gledhill was asked to take readings at various locations to find out how 

high the exposure was 

 

7  Nov. 8th Martin wrote and said he used the monitoring equipment wrongly in 

August which was why the readings were so high; I could not understand how he 

could make such a serious mistake when in fact he had used this equipment as monitoring 

expert for so many years. 

 

8 In Nov.1996  Norm Collison manager of the Ouruhia tower operations released a 

media report; This  claimed Martins readings were so low the Ouruhia emissions which 

had could never cause the reported cluster harm;- He also said 2 AM stations  were higher 

exposure than from the  2  FM stations which residents had recently discovered had been 

transmitting without legal consent for 6 years 

 



9  The Ouruhia illegally transmitting FM  was sold in or about August 1996 by Radio 

NZ as part of an $89 million  package to the newly formed international company 

The Radio Network; Chapman Tripp acted for Radio NZ in the 1996 sale to Radio Network 

and Chapman Tripp when they made the June Designation application should have known 

the Ouruhia 2 FM stations were was transmitting without legal consent when sold to the 

Radio Network in August 1996 

 

10 Mr Collison in 1991 was the Radio NZ engineer responsible for relocating the 

Radio NZ FM stations down from  the  clear line of sight Sugarloaf hill tower to 

the Ouruhia low sited tower;  which had consent to transmit AM only. Refer to  Bundle 

of documents sent on Nov 17th Marked 1 History of Events  Pages    

 

11 Mr Collison when employed by Radio NZ applied to increase the Ouruhia FM to be 

40 times more powerful than required to transmit FM efficiently from Sugarloaf 

hill. 

The Department of Commerce permitted Radio NZ to increase the Ouruhia FM power from 

32dBWs to 48dBWs due to obstructions by trees and buildings but advised Radio NZ to 

comply with all legal consents and advised them to take out 3rd Party legal Liability and these 

instructions were ignored by Mr Collison who was Senior Engineer for Radio NZ 

 

12 Mike Moore organised   a meeting in Dec. 1996 and Mr Collison who was now 

employed by Radio Network as Chief Engineer refused to relocate the FM; this was 

after he was told by experts the Ouruhia reported cluster symptoms were similar to those 

found by researchers near other towers internationally. Copies of the information is 

attached as Exhibit 12 where Dr Cherry asked Mr Collison to relocate the FM for short time 

to see if the sick residents health improved and it seems surprising he did not as it was 

always in Radio Network best interests to find out if the FM caused the reported harm as 

once it was made legal it was then Radio Networks legal responsibility to ensure 

transmissions were Safe and did not cause harm.  

 

13 Jenny Shipley, Minister for Radio NZ, refused to give Mike  Moore  the terms of 

the Ouruhia 1996 sale to Radio Network; she claimed  the information was too 

legally sensitive to release;  and this refusal has raised suspicions the Ouruhia tower was 

sold as Designated when it had never complied with the rigorous Consent process.  
 

14 The August 1996 Engineers reports confirmed Ouruhia is not efficient FM 

transmission location; and there was no valid reason for the FM not to relocate back to 

Sugarloaf 

 

15 Pru Steven, Lawyer for the Council in 1997 told Radio Network the Ouruhia FM 

Was not legally transmitting and must apply for Resource Consent. 

 



16 Professor Whale was Guru of Broadcasting and advised the 1997 Commissioner 

hearing that FM transmitting from the low lying Ouruhia site was very unusual as 

FM normally transmitted from the hills; Commissioner McCracken ignored the   

requests of Dr Cherry and Professor Whale to make thorough investigation of the reported 

harm and made the . decision allowed Radio Network to increase the Ouruhia FM to 4 FM 

stations 

 

17 When he made his decision to double the sick residents exposure Commissioner 

Mac Cracken relied on Martin Gledhill’s readings which were never taken clear 

line of sight but only from obstructed sites which he knew reduced the readings to 

almost nil; The Commissioner ignored my and Dr Cherry’s much higher readings and 

accepted Mr Collison’s claim the Ouruhia site required less power and was a more efficient 

FM transmission site than Sugarloaf. (1997  Decision in Bundle of documents  marked 24) 

 

A page from Martins November 1996 monitoring claims “all his readings were taken away 

from obstructions of trees buildings and powerlines which would affect results”.  

 

18 My photos show some of the obstructed sites where Martin monitored in 

November 1996; and confirm they were all taken where trees buildings and or powerlines 

obstructed the clear line of sight to the tower and Martin knew he never presented the true 

exposure to the 1997 or 1999 consent hearings. 

 

19 In 1997 The Radio Network Directors allocated $20.000.00 to relocate the Ouruhia 

FM  back to Sugarloaf;  History of Events is Marked 1 in the Bundle of documents  and 

identifies the  Radio Network funded FM relocation was obstructed by Pru Steven who now 

claimed the Ouruhia did not need Resource Consent to transmit  

 

20 The 1994 and  1998  engineers letters confirm there was no impediment for the 

Ouruhia FM not to relocate  back to the more efficient Sugarloaf  hill tower; I  was 

present in August 1996 when Martins   readings were so high they went off the meter 

 

21 In the 1999 Environment Court hearing The Radio Network expert witnesses based 

their evidence on Martins 1996 obstructed and therefore very low readings when 

they claimed the Ouruhia FM could never cause harm even when doubled to 4FM. 

Refer to the “Hidden Dangers from Communication towers …” Marked 1 in the bundle of 

documents and the sick residents David v Goliath struggle to live in a safe environment can 

be found in completeness on the Ouruhia or Philpott’s Rd web sites.  Judge Skelton’s 

decision not permit 2 more FM to transmit and reduce the Ouruhia transmissions to one FM 

and 2 AM was made  after the expert Sweet, Professor Abelin and Ex Telstra Dr Hocking 

presented their evidence that the sick residents harm increased or decreased in 

correspondence with increase or decrease in RFEMR exposure.  The symptoms were 

recognised by Professor Abelin as similar to those reported in his 5 year research study of 

the Schwarznberg Radio tower which after the results were released was demolished. 



 

 Judge Skelton decision contained strict conditions of consent to protect the at risk 

residents and restricted Ouruhia expansion 

 

22 Council Archives which identified for the first time that the exposure was not safe 

from 1990 onwards; The 1999 report confirmed the Ouruhia emissions did not 

reduce at In 2002 residents discovered Martin Gledhill’s 1999 monitoring concealed 

in the boundary as claimed at the 1997 and 1999 hearings but increased exposure 

occurred where the radio wave peaked at 300 metres and increased exposure at 

800 metres and higher at 2 kilometres. Note the peak of wave is not monitored at 2 

kilometres  and the readings were once again not clear line of sight but behind 

obstructions of  trees  

 

23 Higher readings were found in front of the Hargreaves barn which Mr Gledhill  

claimed was caused by RF interaction with metal increased the exposure; One of 

the photos I have presented shows Martins November readings at Penny’s Farm was 

taken behind the barn not in front where he knew the highest exposure would be 

 

24 The 1999 Consent draft document shows deletions made by Chapman Tripp and 

identify the Council officers knew the true exposure was never presented to the 

hearings or the residents; The Council Failure to ensure the true exposure was 

presented has allowed the Ouruhia emissions to continue to cause harm to exposed people, 

animals and the receiving environment.  

 

25 Council officers have failed to ensure the Ouruhia emissions are Safe. 

Ms Grey’s letter to Council unsuccessfully requested more information on the council 

permitted non notifiable increases in Ouruhia transmissions from 1999 which increased 

exposure to workers in Penny’s boundary and my farm. 

 

26 Mr Collison failed to comply with best practice when not maintaining the radio tower.  

Experts advised in 1996 the Ouruhia tower needed maintenance and I could see the rust 

and coaxial lying dangerously on the ground where tractors drove. 

 

27 2008 OIO application for the Ouruhia transmission land to be sold to Bain capital and 

Thomas Lee for $317m states the radio tower is in high risk of collapse and instructed the 

public must be kept away from the area and this was a surprise to us as no notice was ever 

erected to warn the public who have free access to the unfence land from the river reserve 

and or myself who farms land approximately 200 metres from the tower we were at risk 

from the tower collapsing. 

 

28 1996 identifies the Ouruhia tower land is not appropriate site as category A liquefaction 

and in the flood plain. 

 



29 Photos of the tower land after the September quake identifies it is not a safe transmission 

site as the tower rocked tilted and sank into the badly liquefied land. 

 

30 Mr Collison wrote a letter in 2012 to the neighbours advising the tower which had been 

demolished in 2011 would be rebuilt and the letter admitted the tower safety was 

compromised in 2010, and (a) seems to be typical as “it will be alright Jack” attitude that 

the 358 foot tower which was reported in 2008 to be at risk of collapse was allowed to 

continue to transmit after it rocked tilted and sank and the accompanying photos show the 

land on which the tower rested was badly quake affected and would account for the 358 

foot tower sinking further into badly liquefied ground in the Feb 22nd 2011 quake and (b) 

continued to dangerously transmit now under as well as over ground until Mr Collision in 

his letter said “the tower shorted out due to the rising waters”. 

 

31 After 2010 quake Mr Collison continued to dangerously transmit from the 358 foot tower 

which was known from 2008 to be at risk from collapse and in April 2011 he continued to 

ignore the safety of residents without resource consent he built and activated the 30 foot 

Hills tower on badly quake affected land which he had filled and levelled but was high risk 

to place a light weight tower which could rock tilt and focus dangerously down on 

neighbours in the same way which the 358 foot tower did in 2010. 

 

32 I and Penny Hargreaves objected to the Hills tower being erected in 2011 next to her 

boundary without complying with legal consent in 1989 Mr Collison previously built and 

operated the same tower without legal consents from 1989 to 1996 and the previous 

owner of Penny’s land died while fencing close to the tower – is it just coincidence that a 

previously healthy middle aged man whose home was closest to the tower died suddenly 

after the Hills tower was activated in 2011. 

 

33 Is it just another coincidence that after the Hills tower was activated trees at my 

boundary died in clumps in the same pattern where the frequencies are focused. 

 

34 Is it just another coincidence that when the 358 foot was rebuilt and activated in Dec 

2012 trees at and near Penny Hargreaves house died in similar clumps. 

 

35 Mr Collison’s 2012 letter claims there is no health risk from exposure to the Ouruhia 

emissions it is difficult to accept his claim after the 1999 hearing one FM was removed due 

to the Judge recognising the potential harm and Mr Collison arranged to have a danger 

warning sign placed which advised no-one to enter the 20 acres of the Hargreaves land next 

to the tower due to risk of harm of the radio waves emitting radiation. The warning sign 

was placed in 2000 after the FM was reduced and Mr Collison had claimed to the court that 

one FM and two AM would be safe exposure and the previous owner of Penny’s farm died 

in the same paddock when only two AM were transmitting.  

 

36 Honolulu research was conducted near a similar to Ouruhia unusual combination of 

FM/AM transmitting from a low sited Honolulu tower and resulted in out-of-court 

settlements with sick exposed people who experience similar RF and metal effects.  This 



interaction of metal may explain why three men working within 1200 metres of the Ouruhia 

tower died suddenly in separate incidences while working on tractors (refer bundle of 

documents metal interacting with RFEMR) 

 

37 Why has the Ouruhia tower been rebuilt at this known to be inefficient AM or FM 

transmitter site and known to be a flood quake risk who ‘s effects have put the 358 foot 

tower out of action for 18 months. 

The Ouruhia transmitter land has sunk like a huge bowl and the photos show before the 

tower was rebuilt in 2012 most of the transmitter land was flooded with water. 

38 The photo shows the rebuilt tower again at risk of shorting out as the flood waters in 

2013 and 2014 came up as far as the concrete base supporting the tower. 

 

39 I enclose some information on monitoring as it seems to me the only way the operators to 

minimise their emissions is for the council to purchase the best monitoring available which 

can used by worried residents to check the emissions if they are experiencing symptoms 

which they think may be caused by exposure to RFEMR. 

 

40 We were unaware until we saw the Ouruhia power records in 2004 that the power can be 

turned up and down at will which seems to have been the case when monitoring was 

undertaken  in 1998 for the Sweet Ouruhia Health Study and the records show in 1998 the 

FM power was reduced to almost nil. 

 

41 The evidence confirms the Ouruhia operators have failed to comply with the engineering 

rules of IPENZ and best engineering practice and this seems to be because there is no 

independent authority or qualified persons in the council to ensure safe transmissions and 

the tower is structurally sound. 

 

42 Who is the qualified authority responsible for the safe location and safe structure of 

communication towers? In 2011 Ms Grey wrote on residence behalf to ask council who is 

responsible to ensure towers are structurally safe and the council replied they were not 

responsible for the safety of towers. 

 

43 Page one of ten confirms towers are vulnerable and can cause harm when collapsing. 


